Glamor Surrounds Treasure Ships of Old

Their Modern Counterparts Colorless

Since 1933 more than five billion dollars' worth of gold has poured into the United States of America in the closely guarded strong boxes of treasure ships. The larger part of this rich and collectively vast cargo of the precious metal has come from France and Great Britain. Foreigners were so eager to dispose of their gold at America's buying price of $20.60 an ounce and so satisfied to accept American dollars in return, which they considered the safest medium for capital, that today this government possesses nearly thirteen billion dollars' worth of monetary gold, more than half of the entire stock of the world.

In this unparalleled movement of the metal across the oceans the most important factor was the time involved. It was the peak of the historic galleons which sailed from the Spanish Main for Europe, wallowing deep in the water from the vast weight of metal in their holds.

The modern treasure ships, steaming on fixed schedules, without the fear of buccaneers and and privateers, and with little fear of calaminous storms, are grecious and colorful. So the galleons of Spain took back to Europe the treasures of Monte Real and the royal treasure. No one ever will know how many billions of dollars' worth of gold sent to Spain in the eighteenth century. At least it is known that the government of Spain spent more than 600 million dollars on treasure ships.
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From the painting "The Treasure Galleon" by Frank Vining Smith.
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Prize Cut-Outs!

NOTICE! This series consists of TWELVE CUT-OUTS — a new Bunny each Sunday. 490 Prizes will be paid for best dressed complete sets. For previously published Bunnyies, including all rules and details, get back copies of the Sunday Tribune from your newsdealer or The Tribune.

SET NO. 4

CLOVER BUNNY
OLD WINTER

$5,000 IN CASH PRIZES

First Prize $1,000
Second Prize 500
Third Prize 200
Next 5 Prizes 50 each 250
Next 10 Prizes, 25 each 50
Next 50 Prizes, 10 each 300
Next 420 Prizes, 1 each 250

490 Prizes totaling $5,000

Mothers! Fathers!

Do your children, or younger child may see. Prizes may help them. Read the instructions to your children and tell them what to do.

GET BUNNY CUT-OUT NO. 5 IN NEXT SUNDAY'S TRIBUNE